Development and use of sulodexide in vascular diseases: implications for treatment
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Abstract: Sulodexide (SDX), a sulfated polysaccharide complex extracted from porcine intestinal mucosa, is a blend of two glycosaminoglycan (GAG) entities, namely a fast-moving heparin (HP) fraction and a dermatan sulfate (DS; 20%) component. The compound is unique among HP-like substances in that it is biologically active by both the parenteral and oral routes. A main feature of the agent is to undergo extensive absorption by the vascular endothelium. For this reason, in preclinical studies, SDX administered parenterally displays an antithrombotic action similar to that of HPs but associated with fewer alterations of the blood clotting mechanisms and tests, thus being much less conducive to bleeding risk than HPs. When given orally, SDX is associated with minimal changes in classic coagulation tests, but maintains a number of important effects on the structure and function of endothelial cells (EC), and the intercellular matrix. These activities include prevention or restoration of the integrity and permeability of EC, counteraction versus chemical, toxic or metabolic EC injury, regulation of EC–blood cell interactions, inhibition of microvascular inflammatory and proliferative changes, and other similar effects, thus allowing oral SDX to be considered as an endothelial-protecting agent. The best available clinical evidence of the efficacy of SDX administered orally with or without an initial parenteral phase is the following: alleviation of symptoms in chronic venous disease and especially acceleration of healing of venous leg ulcers; prevention of cardiovascular events in survivors after acute myocardial infarction; marked improvement of intermittent claudication in patients with peripheral occlusive arterial disease; and abatement of proteinuria in patients with diabetic nephropathy that may contribute to the amelioration or stabilization of kidney function. Although further clinical trials are warranted, SDX is presently widely accepted in many countries as an effective and safe long-term, endothelial-protecting drug.
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Glycosaminoglycans: biochemical structure and functions

Generalities
Sulodexide (SDX) belongs to a class of substances known as glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). Also known as mucopolysaccharides because of their viscous properties, GAGs are a family of natural anionic polycarbohydrates found in mammalian tissues, where they play a crucial role in different biological processes. In fact, they regulate the activity of a wide range of proteins (including chemokines, cytokines, growth factors, enzymes, morphogens, and adhesion molecules), involved both in physiological and in pathological situations. In this regard, GAGs, by mediating cell-to-cell and cell-to-matrix interactions, are essential in the development and correct
functioning of multicellular organisms.\textsuperscript{2} GAGs are large, linear, frequently sulfated, negatively charged polysaccharides with a molecular weight ranging 1–2,000 kDa. They are organized as repetitions of disaccharide units of an uronic acid (D-glucuronic acid [GlcA] or L-iduronic acid [IdoA]) and an acetylated amino sugar (N-acetylgalactosamine or N-acetylglucosamine) either sulfated or non-sulfated. The position of sulfation on the sugar backbone of GAGs is widely variable depending on their cell and tissue localization; moreover they exist both as part of proteoglycans and as free chains (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{3,4} Because of their variability in the composition of the disaccharide sequences, sulfation, and geometry of the glycosidic linkage, GAGs can be divided into non-sulfated GAGs (including hyaluronic acid [HA]) and sulfated GAGs (including chondroitin sulfate [CS], dermatan sulfate [DS], keratan sulfate [KS], heparin [HP], and heparan sulfate [HS]; Figure 1).

Although in human tissues all the abovementioned types of GAGs exist, in this review we will focus on the two GAG compounds mainly represented in the complex natural drug SDX, which only includes DS and HP.

**Dermatan sulfate**

Among sulfated GAGs, a crucial role is played by the CS family, that includes CSs (CS–A and CS–C) and DS (also known as chondroitin sulfate B, CS–B), possessing the same underlying structure of repeating disaccharide units.

All CSs (CS–A, –B, and –C) are anionic linear polymeric carbohydrates consisting of alternating disaccharide units of GlcA and D-N-acetylgalactosamine, and can be variously modified by sulfate groups replacing one, or more, of the OH groups at C–4 (to form CS–A) and/or C–6 (to form CS–C) of N-acetylgalactosamine and/or C–2 of glucuronic acid, thus making these compounds highly anionic. These post-translational modifications can generate 16 isomers of the repeating disaccharides.\textsuperscript{4} All three CS compounds are linked to serine (Ser) residues of core proteins through a tetrasaccharidic complex consisting of xylose, two galactose molecules, and glucuronic acid (Figure 1). All chondroitin chains vary in size up to 100 or more disaccharide repeating units. The biosynthesis of CS chains on core proteins may result in the formation of peculiar CS proteoglycans, such as aggrecan, versican, decorin, and biglycan, which play crucial roles in cell biology, signal transduction, embryogenesis, stem cell regulation, and differentiation, cancer proliferation, etc.\textsuperscript{4}

DS (or CS–B) derives from the action of 5-epimerase on the CS chain, resulting in an epimerization of the glucuronic acid into iduronic acid. DS (CS–B) can also be 2-O-sulfated, thus differing from both CS–A and CS–C. The substantial difference between CS and DS lies in the relationship between the two uronic acids (iduronic and glucuronic acid) and in the degree of sulfation of the chain.

For what concerns tissue localization and biological functions, CS–A isoforms are found in significant amounts in cartilage, bone, and corneas, whereas CS–C is expressed in cartilage, tendons, heart valves, and the nucleus pulposus of the intervertebral discs. Besides its structural role in osteoarticular and connective tissues, CS is also involved in the development of the central nervous system, in wound healing, infections, signaling pathways, in cell division, and morphogenesis. DS, on the other hand, is mainly found in the skin, dermis, heart valves, and blood vessel walls. Thanks to its ability to bind the tropocollagen fibrils, DS may play an important role in directing and ordering the components of fibrillar collagen, especially at the level of the dermis where it is present in high amounts. All these functions seem to be due to specific interactions of saccharide domains with a wide variety of molecules (such as growth factors, cytokines, chemokines, adhesion molecules, and lipoproteins).\textsuperscript{4,5} Moreover, DS exerts an anticoagulant activity by inhibiting Factor X and thrombin activation through the natural inhibitor HP cofactor II (HC II). This pathway works as an accessory anticoagulant system towards the main physiological system based on antithrombin, and its activation by DS may be of clinical value in certain conditions.\textsuperscript{6}

**Heparan sulfate and Heparins**

The HSs, a family of GAGs including HP, are polydisperse polymers made up by repeating disaccharide units consisting of \(\alpha\)-D-glucosamine coupled with uronic acids: 90% GlcA and 10% IdoA. Heparan sulfate is characterized by an average of less than one sulfate per disaccharide; and is predominantly composed of GlcA linked to glucosamine (Figure 1). The sulfated domains of HS closely resemble those of HP and share its binding properties to proteins. HS chains are generally longer than those of HP with an average molecular weight of 29 kDa, ranging 5–50 kDa.

The length of the HP chain can also vary, with an average molecular weight of 13 kDa, ranging 3–30 kDa. The combination of HP polydispersity and microheterogeneity makes this compound structurally very complex.\textsuperscript{4} HP shows the maximum degree and heterogeneity of sulfation both at uronic acid and at glucosamine, and is therefore the substance with the greatest number of negative charges known so far. Although its most common structure is the tri-sulfated disaccharide, consisting of iduronic acid with one sulfate group...
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**Figure 1** Disaccharide units and carbohydrate sequences of the six main types of GAGs. The characterizing uronic acid and hexosamine are specified. Positions of sulfate groups are identified, showing that sulfate groups are more numerous in HP, followed by HS, CS, DS, and KS, and are absent in HA. The latter does not attach to proteins to form proteoglycans.


**Abbreviations:** CS, chondroitin sulfate; DS, dermatan sulfate; ECM, extracellular matrix; GAG, glycosaminoglycans; HA, hyaluronic acid; HP, heparin; HS, heparan sulfate; KS, keratan sulfates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glycosaminoglycan</th>
<th>Disaccharide units</th>
<th>Uronic acid</th>
<th>Hexosamine</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hyaluronic acid (HA)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="HA disaccharide" /></td>
<td>Glucuronic</td>
<td>Glucosamine</td>
<td>Molecular weight extremely variable: 0.8–2,000 kDa; Non-sulfated, non-epimerized, non-covalently bound to core proteins of ECM; Usually found in skin, synovial fluid, vitreous humors, connective tissues; Viscoelastic, hydrophilic, rheological, and signaling properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chondroitin sulfate (CS)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="CS disaccharide" /></td>
<td>Glucuronic</td>
<td>Galactosamine</td>
<td>Molecular weight: 5–50 kDa; Anionic linear polymers usually linked to serine residues of core proteins to form aggrecan, versican, decorin, and biglycan; Most abundant GAG in the body (cartilage, bone, tendon, ligaments, cornea, aorta, and nucleus pulposus of the intervertebral discs); Involved in the development of the central nervous system, in wound healing, in infections, in signaling pathway, and in cell division and morphogenesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatan sulfate (DS)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="DS disaccharide" /></td>
<td>Iduronic</td>
<td>Galactosamine</td>
<td>Molecular weight: 15–40 kDa; Found in skin, blood vessels, heart valves, and dermis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keratan sulfates I and II (KS)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="KS I and II disaccharide" /></td>
<td>Glucuronic</td>
<td>Glucosamine</td>
<td>Molecular weight: 4–19 kDa; Most heterogeneous GAG, linear polymer of lactosamine; KS I is found in the cornea, KS II is found in cartilage, and KS III in the brain; Involved in cell motility, recognition of ligands, axonal guidance, and embryo implantation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heparin (HP)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="HP disaccharide" /></td>
<td>Iduronic</td>
<td>Glucosamine</td>
<td>Molecular weight: 3–30 kDa; Polydisperse linear unbranched polymers; The most negatively charged molecule; physiological anticoagulant; Intracellular component of mast cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heparan sulfate (HS)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="HS disaccharide" /></td>
<td>Glucuronic</td>
<td>Glucosamine</td>
<td>Molecular weight: 10–70 kDa; Found in the basement membrane and ubiquitous component of cell surface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
at C–2 and glucosamine with two sulfate groups, about 12 structural variants of the sulfated disaccharide unit exist, making HP a highly heterogeneous substance.

HP is physiologically synthesized by mast cells in the connective tissue of several mammalian species, where it has a crucial anticoagulant/antithrombotic effect due to its ability to enhance the activity of the natural occurring serine-protease inhibitor, antithrombin (AT). HP thereby catalyzes the inhibition of all serine-proteases of the intrinsic coagulation pathway such as Factors IXa, Xla, XIa, and also of those of the common pathway, such as thrombin and Factor Xa. Besides their known activities in coagulation, HP and HS bind growth factors, cytokines, and morphogens, as well as other enzymes and molecules involved in cell signaling and growth, cell adhesion, migration, differentiation, and angiogenesis. HP, as commonly used in therapy, is presently extracted from porcine intestinal mucosa and shows similarity to the human endogenous HP.

Efforts to develop HP congeners endowed with optimal antithrombotic effects coupled with lesser anticoagulant and pro-hemorrhagic activity resulted in the preparation of low molecular weight HPs (LMWHs), obtained by chemical or enzymatic depolymerization or fractionation of HP, thus providing compounds with shorter polysaccharide chains and lower molecular weight (3,000–6,500 Da) and degree of sulfation. LMWHs are characterized, versus (vs) unfractionated heparin (UFH), by a more predictable dose-response, prevalent effect on Factor X over Factor II activation, and a reduced pro-hemorrhagic to antithrombotic ratio. The first generation LMWHs contained 25%–50% of fragments with 18 or more disaccharides (molecular weight ≥6,000 D), while newer agents (second generation or ultra-LMWHs) contain a much higher percentage of short chains (molecular weight <3,000 D) with a high number of chains containing a specific pentasaccharide with high affinity and exclusive activity on Factor X. Fondaparinux is a synthetic compound mimicking this specific ‘core’ pentasaccharide of HPs.

**SDX and its glycosaminoglycan composition**

A highly purified GAG, SDX is extracted from the porcine intestinal mucosa by a patented process, and differs from HPs as being composed of two distinct fractions. This natural mixture contains 80% iduronglycosaminoglycan sulfate (IGS, best known as fast-moving HP [FMH] because of its electrophoretic mobility in the barium propanediamine system), and 20% DS (or CS–B). One of the main characteristics of SDX is absorption through the intestinal mucosa for both the entire compound and for its fractions. Due to the presence of two different GAG fractions, SDX simultaneously potentiates the anti-protease activities of both AT and HP cofactor II (HC II). Thrombin inhibition induced by SDX is therefore the result of an additive or possibly synergistic effect of both components.

**The fast-moving Heparin fraction in SDX**

The IGS or FMH fraction of SDX has a mean molecular weight of about 7 kDa. This fraction of SDX has properties somewhat closer to those of LMWHs when compared to UFH, and has less effect on global coagulation tests and a lower degree of pro-hemorrhagic effects. The FMH fraction confers to SDX other major differences from UFH, including longer half-life and especially oral bioavailability.

**The Dermatan sulfate fraction in SDX**

DS, made up of many various disaccharide units with a mean molecular mass of 25 kDa, has been demonstrated to inhibit thrombus formation and growth in different experimental models of venous thrombosis. At variance with HPs, there is a paucity of experimental data available on the effect of DS on arterial thrombus formation. However, in a model of arterial thrombosis in rats, the effects of a low and high molecular weight DS, of SDX, and of low and high molecular weight HP, were compared: results suggested that DSs also are effective inhibitors of arterial thrombosis in rats, without inducing bleeding complications. DS was also clinically active in the prevention of postoperative DVT in humans. Moreover, recent evidence highlighted a novel biological action of DS, namely inhibition of matrix metalloproteinases (MMP), which play a key role in extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling, thus also conferring protective effects to SDX against vascular wall damage and inflammation in chronic venous diseases (CVD). More recently, it has also been found that DS may act as an adjuvant factor for initiating and accelerating wound healing.

Thus, in SDX the two coexistent GAGs may act in an additional, possibly synergistic fashion, in regard to both the antithrombotic, and the endothelial-protecting and wound-healing properties.

**Pharmacology of SDX**

**Pharmacokinetics**

SDX (Vessel™, Alfa Wasserman, Bologna, Italy) is prepared in the pharmaceutical forms of intravenous (iv) or intramuscular (im) ampoules of 600 lipasemic units (LSU) equivalent...
to 60 mg, or oral capsules of 250 LSU (25 mg). It is presently marketed as a drug in Italy, Spain, Eastern Europe, and in the countries of South America and Asia.

After iv administration of 50–100 mg of SDX, the plasma peak concentrations amount to 8–20 mg/L shortly after injection. These levels sharply decline within 1–4 hours to 0.5–1 mg/L and gradually approach the null concentration after 18 hours. By the oral route, SDX is absorbed within 1–2 hours and behaves essentially as a monocompound despite its dual nature. The comparative bioavailability vs the iv. OK route is between 20% and 60%, with a median value of 40%. It is noteworthy that with the same doses as above (50–100 mg), orally induced concentrations range 0.7–1.5 mg/L and the time to peak is about 4 hours. Thereafter, similar concentrations are maintained at least up to 18 hours and remain noninferior to those seen with iv administration 4 hours after the peak. Practically, in a steady state condition, and regardless of the administration route, 50 mg of SDX (2 pills or about 1 ampoule) will yield a plasma concentration of 1 mg/L, while with 100 mg, the plasma level rises to 1.5 mg/L.

The distribution volume of SDX is very large, due to a higher affinity of the substance for the extensive surface area of the endothelium rather than for plasma proteins. Because of this property, effects on the classic global coagulation tests are seen only with iv SDX, during and shortly after the initial peak; on the contrary, after oral administration, an anticoagulant effect with the current global tests is never apparent. Catabolism of SDX is based on N-desulfation. Metabolism is liver dependent and excretion is mostly kidney dependent.

**Pharmacodynamics**

**In vitro studies**

SDX has peculiar anticoagulant activity. In vitro and ex vivo, the anticoagulant potency of the compound expressed as concentration capable of doubling the clotting time is maximal (0.4 µg/mL) in the Heptest (a test suitable for HP-like agents) and the thrombin clotting time (TCT, 0.5 µg/mL). These potencies appear about six times lower in the setting of activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT) and 50 times lower in that of prothrombin time (PT).

SDX inhibits Factor Xa and, more potently, Factor II. In fact, the IC_{50} is reported to be 0.20 µg/mL for Factor Xa inhibition and 0.10 µg/mL for anti-factor Ila. Consequently, SDX delays the onset of prothrombin activation to thrombin, although it is somewhat weaker in this respect than UFH and LMWH. In fact, though immediately less potent than HP, SDX can over time effectively inhibit thrombin-mediated amplification of blood coagulation. Moreover, in a recent ex vivo study, direct supplementation of human whole blood or plasma with equal gravimetric amounts of SDX or enoxaparin (enoxa), resulted in a stronger anticoagulant effect of SDX in the settings of PT, APTT, TT, and Heptest assays. In the APTT, the stronger effect of SDX was especially significant at the concentrations of 6.25 µg/mL and 12.5 µg/mL. These figures, similar to those observed at peak after iv or oral administration, are approximately compatible with therapeutic concentrations. SDX was also superior to enoxa in the inhibition of other phenomena induced by tissue factor (TF) as microparticle formation, P-selectin expression, and TF-induced platelet aggregation. SDX was therefore shown to be a strong and balanced inhibitor of the intrinsic, extrinsic, and common pathways of the clotting mechanism and related platelet involvement.

These in vitro results have been repeatedly confirmed in in vivo studies measuring thrombin formation and other coagulation parameters. However, when SDX was administered in vivo by the parenteral route, the global plasma anticoagulant activity was consistently lower than that measured after HPs (UFH and LMWH) given at equipotent in vitro doses. This phenomenon is attributed to the quoted higher affinity of SDX for the extensive vascular and microvascular endothelium rather than for plasma proteins, and is in line with the concept, which is well accepted for low-dose UFH and LMWHs, that HP-like compounds can be effective at cellular levels even in the absence of overt anticoagulant activity in plasma.

**Human preclinical pharmacodynamics of the oral preparation**

The pharmacodynamic activities of oral SDX can be summarized as follows: coagulation is not affected in terms of global tests, but more subtle markers such as the prothrombin activation fragment (F1+2) and thrombin–antithrombin (TAT) complex show a low-grade persistent inhibition of prothrombin to thrombin activation and hence of blood coagulation. Release of TFPI has also been demonstrated with the oral route, and fibrinogen has been found to be decreased in several clinical studies. Fibrinolytic activators are increased (tissue plasminogen activator [TPA], and urokinase plasminogen activator [UPA]) whereas the main inhibitor (plasminogen activator inhibitor [PAI] 1) decreases. Thus, oral SDX induces a mild but sustained shifting of the coagulolytic balance toward anticoagulation and fibrinolysis.
A number of other activities have also been demonstrated with oral SDX such as the anti-inflammatory, anti-proliferative, and endothelial protective properties, which further extend the properties of the compound and will be discussed later.

**SDX in venous thrombogenesis**

SDX is an effective antithrombotic agent in several models of venous thrombosis. The active doses of SDX for venous thrombogenesis in rabbits are 20 mg/kg iv for the effective dose (ED)50, and 125 mg/kg for the ED100. Within these doses, only the Heptest was prolonged but APTT and TT were unchanged.²¹,²³

It is also noteworthy that the antithrombotic effect obtained with iv SDX compared well with that of a dose of HP of double potency in terms of plasma AT units titrated in vitro.²⁹ Explanations forwarded for this apparent paradox are: the presence in SDX of the DS component providing concomitant activation of the HC II pathway; preferential localization of SDX activity at the thrombus surface; higher release by SDX from the vascular wall of TF pathway inhibitor (TFPI), which is the major inhibitor of the extrinsic pathways capable of inactivating complexes of TF with Factor VIIa or Xa at cell surfaces.²¹,²⁴

**SDX in arterial thrombogenesis and atherogenesis**

SDX was studied in an acute model of carotid artery thrombosis induced by electrical stimulation, and also in chronic animal models.²⁰,³¹ In both conditions, SDX compared well with HP and with ASA when appropriate. Equivalence in antithrombotic activity in the chronic model was seen at 8 mg/kg for HP and 10 mg/kg for SDX. At equally active antithrombotic doses of the two agents, bleeding time was prolonged by 100% with HP and by only 25% with SDX.³¹ The presence of arterial antithrombotic activity is even more important by considering that SDX is also able to effectively release lipoprotein lipase activity by any administration route. In fact, SDX reduces cholesterol blood levels and aortic accumulation in cholesterol-fed rabbits and increases lipoprotein catabolism in the liver both in normal and hypertriglyceridemic animals. In this way, SDX displays a complex anti-atherosclerotic and antithrombotic activity that can be considered an interesting property of this compound.

**SDX, fibrinolysis, and thrombolysis**

SDX intravenously administered in rats induces acceleration of spontaneous fibrinolysis-thrombolysis of preformed thrombi.³³ This property is in accord with an increase in plasminogen activators – TPA and UPA in primates and other animals. These results were also confirmed in humans by an increase in TPA and decrease in plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI),³⁴–³⁶ especially in patients with diabetes.²⁸

**Effects on blood cells, inflammation, and proliferation**

SDX inhibits leukocyte activation and their adhesion to endothelial cells (EC). Release of P-selectin, cathepsin G, cytokines, tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and platelet aggregation factor from polymorphonuclear leukocytes is also diminished by SDX. Platelet and platelet–leukocyte aggregation induced by proteases, such as cathepsin G and thrombin is similarly reduced.³⁷ More recently, a potent inhibitory effect on MMPs, a family of proteolytic enzymes responsible for the degradation of the ECM, was shown by one of us.¹⁶,¹⁷,³⁸ In a recent ex vivo study in human blood and in a leukocyte cell line, the effect of SDX in reducing excretion and plasma levels of several forms of MMPs (eg. MMP9) was observed, thus suggesting a therapeutic role for SDX in chronic inflammatory vascular disease with destruction of the ECM, as for instance chronic venous insufficiency (CVI).³⁸ Other agents of the inflammatory process are also inhibited, such as interleukin 6 and other cytokines. The complex action of SDX on inflammation also includes the inhibition of transforming growth factor β1 (TGF-β1), as well as of the intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1).³⁹ The anti-inflammatory effect of SDX is associated with an antiproliferative action, through regulation of several growth factors.⁴⁰ Release of the hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) after injection following daily oral administration in humans has also been shown.⁴¹

**Endothelial protection effects**

The endothelial cellular lining is composed of cells endowed with multiple functions influencing mechanisms such as: blood coagulation (protein C, protein S, thrombomodulin system, HP cofactor II, and the TFPI system); fibrinolysis (activators and inhibitors such as TPA and PAIs); platelet adhesion and aggregation (activators such as thromboxane A2 and von Willebrand factor, and inhibitors such as prostacyclin); interactions with platelets and other blood cells (by expression of selectin, other integrins, and cytokines); and finally regulation of vascular tone especially in the microcirculation, by release of several vasoactive substances. Thus, the endothelium is a signaling center interconnecting circulating blood cells with structures of the vascular wall such as the subendothelial matrix and the subintimal and medial smooth muscle cells.

Protection of these complex endothelial structures is essential in order to maintain blood fluidity by allowing homeostasis; to prevent thrombosis in the macro- and
micro-circulation through fast removal of excess fibrin; and to modulate vascular tone by maintaining both vasoconstricting and vasodilating abilities.

Functional efficiency of the endothelium and resistance to endothelial damage is secured by the morphofunctional integrity of the fundamental substance or ‘matrix’ of the connective tissue, mainly composed of GAGs. The matrix also coats the endothelium with fine intercellular surface material, the so-called ‘glycocalix’, a filament-like GAG lining that regulates permeability and selectivity of the EC. In several experimental conditions, SDX has been shown to be able to maintain or restore the integrity of the endothelial glycocalix-protecting structures that are mainly composed of GAGs. At this regard, in streptozotocin-induced diabetes in rats, SDX was able to protect the vascular endothelium by improving its multiple functions and restoring the related intimal morphologic alterations.

Other activities of SDX

A lipoprotein lipase stimulating activity was among the first effects observed with the substance: in fact, the agent, besides its gravimetric expression in milligrams, can also be titrated as lipoprotein lipase releasing units (LRU) or LSU. In patients with peripheral arterial disease (PAD) and hyperdyslipidemia submitted to im and oral cycles of SDX in a double-blind, crossover design, a significant decrease in total and VLDL-triglycerides and in VLDL-cholesterol, but not in total or LDL-cholesterol was observed, with a concomitant rise in antiatherogenic fractions such as HDL-cholesterol and apolipoprotein A1. These changes are relevant especially in relation to the peculiar dyslipidemia of diabetes and the metabolic syndrome.

An effect of SDX on blood viscosity has been described, mainly mediated by the lowering effect of the agent on fibrinogen and hence plasma viscosity, with some contribution by lowered chylomicrons and VLDL. The hemorheologic effect is particularly important in protecting the endothelial integrity in the microcirculation.

Therefore, besides its recognized antithrombotic effect, SDX has antiatherosclerotic potential, as also demonstrated in earlier studies and further validated by more recent experimental results showing inhibition of smooth muscle cells and neointimal proliferation in rat carotid arteries.

Clinical applications of SDX

Chronic venous disease

Pathophysiology

The definition ‘chronic venous disease’ (CVD) encompasses a syndrome consisting of multiple morphological changes, mainly mediated by the lowering effect of the agent on fibrinogen and hence plasma viscosity, with some contribution by lowered chylomicrons and VLDL. The hemorheologic effect is particularly important in protecting the endothelial integrity in the microcirculation.

Therefore, besides its recognized antithrombotic effect, SDX has antiatherosclerotic potential, as also demonstrated in earlier studies and further validated by more recent experimental results showing inhibition of smooth muscle cells and neointimal proliferation in rat carotid arteries.

Clinical applications of SDX

Sulodexide in vascular diseases
Treatment of CVI and rationale for SDX

Patients with chronic venous conditions, although obtaining significant relief from vascular surgery when appropriate, need long-term medical therapy during the lifelong course of their disease. Compression therapy is the foundation of treatment; its effectiveness is widely known in the treatment of moderate-to-severe CVI even with edema and ulcers. Pharmacological therapy has an adjuvant role on top of compression and is especially useful in relieving edema and pain. Evidence of benefit has been obtained with the micronized, purified flavonoid fraction containing diosmin and hesperidin (MPF), oxerutin and analogs, and some extractive GAGs, principally SDX.

Focusing on the mechanism of action of SDX in venous insufficiency, some properties of the agent discussed above seem especially important, such as the protective effect on EC, restoration of intimal anionic charges, the improvement of altered capillary permeability, and profibrinolytic, hemorheologic, and antiproliferative effects, as well as the inhibition of blood cell adhesion to endothelium. Recently, a counteracting effect of SDX on venous neointimal hyperplasia induced in rats by arteriolarization of the femoral vein has been observed, and attributed to an inhibitory activity of the agent on the angiopoietin-2 system. This observation could be important in the prevention of venous disorders as well as of restenosis of venous grafts.

In an early, randomized double-blind, placebo-controlled study on patients with CVI due to PVS or PTS, SDX was shown to significantly alleviate a number of ailments and symptoms such as edema, pain, paresthesia, and cramps. A parallel reduction in the limb venous pressure was also documented in these patients. Quite recently, the collaborative clinical practice guidelines of the American Society for Vascular Surgery and the American Venous Forum included SDX in a selected group of venaactive drugs to be used in addition to compression in patients with varicose veins and related conditions, especially if suffering from edema and pain.

SDX in the post-thrombotic syndrome

Little is known about the influence of venaactive drugs, and also of SDX, on the natural history of CVI. There are few follow-up studies in primary CVI, while there has been some approach of this kind in post-DVT patients; more data are expected from an ongoing trial. Although PTS may occur even after a single DVT episode, DVT recurrences are a major risk factor for this condition. Prevention of DVT in surgical and medical risk circumstances is an important measure, but would not cover the idiopathic forms of DVT that carry a much higher risk of recurrences and are prone to produce more cases of PTS and related CVI.

Early diagnosis and correct medical therapy of acute DVT is undoubtedly important. However, after termination of oral anticoagulant treatment generally lasting 6–12 months, a residual risk of DVT recurrences as high as 8% per year persists, especially after idiopathic DVTs, a risk that slowly declines after the first 2 years. Traditional anticoagulation either at adjusted or at fixed low doses, if continued beyond the predefined termination time, would expose the patient to a risk of major bleeding that can be evaluated to approximately 2%–3% per year. Moreover, a residual thrombotic risk would still reappear after extended anticoagulation. The problem has been successfully approached with the new oral anticoagulants (dabigatran, rivaroxaban, apixaban) in the so-called DVT extended studies. However, neither the traditional nor the new oral anticoagulants seem fit for indefinite duration of treatment, as they maintain a bleeding risk, which is bound to increase with age. In this indication, low-dose aspirin has often been prescribed by practitioners, but only recently was found to be effective on DVT recurrences or on total vascular events including DVT. However, it is known that severe bleeding complications can occur with aspirin, although in rare cases (1 in 1,000 patients/year). Moreover, especially in Mediterranean countries, many patients have poor gastric tolerance to low-dose aspirin.

From this evidence, it seems appropriate to evaluate a drug like SDX, which displays by the oral route a low but sustained antithrombotic activity with negligible hemorrhagic risk, together with profibrinolytic and endothelial-protecting effects potentially useful in this clinical setting.

The safety of SDX in the treatment of DVT was suggested in a Spanish open controlled prospective study in which the agent was compared with adjusted dose acenocoumarol in the post-acute phase of DVT, just after HP treatment. After a standard period of 3 months, no difference in DVT recurrences with less hemorrhagic complications was observed with SDX. A systematic experience with SDX in the extended treatment of DVT [post-vitamin K antagonists (VKA) phase] was collected in an Italian registry (the SanVal Registry) of about 400 patients with documented DVT who, after completing their predefined course of oral anticoagulant therapy were all treated with adequate elastic compression and randomized to receive or not receive oral SDX. After 6, 12, and particularly 24 months of SDX treatment, a significant difference in the incidence of DVT recurrences was recorded in SDX vs control patients (at 24 months 7.4% in SDX vs 17.9% in the
control group). The efficacy of SDX in this instance deserves however, to be confirmed in a large multicenter randomized placebo-controlled trial.

In fact, the SURVET study started in 2010 and presently under way70 will probably answer the question of whether SDX can be a reasonable option for extended prevention of DVT recurrences after a regular course of oral anticoagulants. Indeed, the excellent safety and tolerability profile of SDX may supply the agent with a competitive advantage over other options. It should finally be mentioned that oral SDX might safely be associated with aspirin, as shown in our study of intermittent claudication in which about 70% of the SDX-treated patients were currently on antiplatelet (mainly aspirin) treatment.26

Treatment of venous ulcers
Pathophysiology
The main cause of venous skin ulcerations is decompensated CVI. Increased filtration of fibrinogen and proteins and recruitment of inflammatory cells in the lower districts of the limb, associated with tissue infiltration by blood products such as hemosiderin, various proteins, and cytokines, are the main factors liable to induce inflammatory changes in the skin and subcutaneous layers. The consequences of this situation are the formation of pericapillary fibrin cuffs, and/or leukocyte accumulation and trapping in the microvascular bed, both leading to capillary microthrombi formation.71 In certain sites characterized by maximal venular stasis and hypertension, as in skin areas drained by an incompetent collateral vein or affected by high gravitational or external pressure, microvascular hypoxia may induce skin destruction and necrosis, resulting in an open wound, namely the venous ulcer. The occurring inflammatory process involves the activation and release of cytokines, TNF, and various proteolytic enzymes, especially the MMPs, which are increased in the wound exudate and in the back-flowing blood. This inflammatory and proteolytic pattern is indeed a necessary step for the repair process, but in the case of excessive and persistent proteolytic activation or superimposed infection, it may severely hamper the healing of venous leg ulcers (VLU).17

The basis of VLU treatment, especially of the ‘difficult’ ones with scarce propensity to heal, is a correct wound bed preparation (WBP), including the maintenance of adequate moisture, antisepsis, and compression bandaging.72 A detailed description of these measures is beyond the scope of this review. It must also be made clear that VLU systemic pharmacologic treatment, although important, has mainly an adjuvant role. However, considering that despite optimal WBP, local care and adequate compression, only about 30% of VLU will be healed after 1 year from diagnosis,73 even a moderate advantage offered by systemic adjuvant pharmacologic agents would be highly beneficial.

Pharmacologic treatment of venous ulcers and SDX
Among agents tested for systemic treatment in patients with VLU, we quote aspirin, pentoxifylline, stanozolol, purified micronized flavonoids (MPF), and rutosides.56 The use of sulfated GAGs such as SDX seems highly appropriate given the endothelial protective, anti-inflammatory, and reparative properties of the agent. Thus, after a pilot study74 with promising results, in its venous arm, the SUAVIS (SDX arterial venous Italian study)75 showed that SDX administered in addition to standardized local and compression treatment was associated with more frequent and faster healing of VLU (Figure 2). In this trial, a group of 230 patients were randomized to receive in double-blind conditions either placebo or SDX administered orally after a short iv phase. Complete ulcer repair was reached in 35% of patients at 2 months and in 52% at 3 months, vs 21% and 33% with placebo, respectively, with both differences being highly significant. With SDX, the rate of decrease over time of ulcer surface areas and the interaction of drug treatment and compression were both significant. A significant decrease in fibrinogen levels was also seen.75

The results of the SUAVIS study were soon confirmed by a study of a Polish group76 focused on large venous ulcers.

That GAG compounds can be beneficial in the healing process of VLU was also shown in a study77 with a similar, although not identical extractive sulfated GAG, mesoglycan. The total rate of healing was 97% for treated vs 82% for non-treated patients (P = 0.05).

Figure 2 Percentage of patients healed from chronic venous ulcers during 3-month treatment with SDX (120 patients) or placebo (110 patients) on top of standardized local and compression therapy. A double-blind trial, intention-to-treat evaluation.


Abbreviation: SDX, sulodexide.
The group responsible for clinical evidence in the area of VLU is periodically reviewing various drugs likely to be active in accelerating VLU healing in the presence of compression therapy. In the last available analysis, a high level of evidence was attributed only to SDX and to pentoxifylline, over micronized flavonoids, mesoglycan, and others (Table 1). Another guideline judged the evidence for the first three drugs at grade 2B and recommended further trials.

Thus, in patients with VLU adequately treated with correct WBP and compression, SDX showed beneficial results by accelerating the rate of wound healing and increasing the proportion of ulcers healed at a predefined time. SDX therefore stands as a valuable adjuvant agent in the treatment of ‘difficult’ venous ulcers.

**SDX in arterial and cardiovascular disease**

**Pathophysiology and rationale**

The above described properties of SDX prompted clinical research with this agent in arterial disorders. In fact, many of the effects described here, such as the anticoagulant, antithrombotic, and profibrinolytic effects; its ability of inducing release of the TFPI; the fibrinogen and viscosity-lowering actions; and the lipoprotein-lipase–stimulating activity, warranted specific trials in arterial vascular disease. Moreover, in recent times, the effects of SDX on the structure and function of the endothelium; its inhibiting effect on endothelial blood cell interactions, including leukocytes and platelets; and the ‘glycocalix’ theory fostered further studies on the compound in the atherothrombotic process, especially based on the role of endothelial injury as a triggering factor of the atherothrombotic plaque and its evolution.

**Clinical trials**

**Post-myocardial infarction long-term treatment**

Many early and small studies with SDX on atherosclerotic conditions and complications can be found in the literature over 1980–2000. However, up to the mid-90s, it was still acceptable to test SDX in comparison with a standard therapy not including aspirin or other antithrombotic drugs.

The IPO-V2, a landmark trial for SDX in the cardiovascular area, was a multicenter, randomized study aimed at investigating the efficacy of SDX in preventing cardiovascular and thrombotic events or death by any cause during the first year after an AMI. Almost 4,000 patients entered the study and were randomized within 7–10 days from the acute episode to receive or not receive SDX, given first parenterally for 1 month and thereafter orally, for a total of at least 1 year of treatment and follow-up. All patients underwent standard pharmacological treatment with the exclusion of antiplatelet and anticoagulant drugs. At the study’s end, significant reductions of deaths (32%), re-infractions (28%), and occurrence of left ventricular thrombi (53%) were recorded in the SDX group. Long-term SDX treatment started early after AMI was therefore effective in preventing atherothrombotic recurrent events, with an order of efficacy similar to that of classic anticoagulant or antiplatelet agents.

**Peripheral arterial disease**

Another important field of application was identified in PAD. The main symptom of PAD is intermittent claudication, but it is common knowledge that many cases of PAD are asymptomatic despite the presence of overt atherothrombotic plaques and stenoses. Early diagnosis and treatment of patients with PAD are necessary not only for preventing severe stages of limb ischemia (critical leg ischemia), but especially for limiting diffusion of the atherothrombotic process to vital arterial

### Table 1 Adjuvant effect of systemic drugs on healing rates of venous ulcers on top of adequate compression and topical therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drugs</th>
<th>Number of studies (N pts)</th>
<th>Quality (GRADE)</th>
<th>Efficacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oral SDX</td>
<td>4 (488)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Likely to be beneficial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral pentoxifylline</td>
<td>7 (659)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Beneficial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic mesoglycan</td>
<td>1 (183)</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Likely to be beneficial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral flavonoids</td>
<td>5 (723)</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Likely to be beneficial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV prostaglandin E1</td>
<td>1 (87)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Unknown effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral rutosides</td>
<td>1 (small)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Unknown effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral thromboxane antagonists A2</td>
<td>1 (165)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Unknown effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral aspirin</td>
<td>1 (small)</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Unknown effectiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In fact, PAD patients are at high risk of AMI, stroke, and cardiovascular mortality, and consequently control of disease progression and diffusion is essential. A first pathophysiological approach to SDX in PAD showed beneficial effects of the agent on blood rheology and fibrinogen. Further clinical studies suggesting a benefit of SDX on intermittent claudication were evaluated in a meta-analysis by Gaddi et al. In this systematic review, 18 studies of SDX in PAD, with a total of 1,159 patients, qualified for inclusion. SDX treatment was associated with an increase of the pain-free walking distance by 36%. This effect was accompanied by a lowering of fibrinogen, plasma viscosity, and triglycerides, with an increase of HDL-cholesterol. Thus, at that time, there was already a solid suggestion of the efficacy of SDX in modifying the symptoms and risk factors of PAD. However, a randomized controlled study of adequate numerosity was necessary to confirm the value of SDX in this condition.

In the SUA VIS – arterial arm study, a randomized double-blind, placebo-controlled trial on 286 patients with intermittent claudication adequately instructed for progressive walking exercise, SDX was administered first parenterally for 20 days, and then orally for 6 months. Doubling of the pain-free walking distance at end-treatment was achieved by 23.8% of patients in the SDX group vs 9.2% in the placebo group. The average pain-free walking distance increased from baseline by 65% with SDX vs 28% with placebo and the increase in maximum walking distance was even greater (Figure 3). Results were equivalent for patients with or without diabetes and a concurrent decrease in fibrinogen levels was observed with SDX. All quoted differences were significant. Although the study was not designed to disclose effects on cardiovascular events, it is interesting to note that only four patients under SDX experienced major vascular events vs eleven with placebo. Thus, a further trial of SDX focused on evolution and the outcomes of PAD-related major cardiovascular events now seems warranted. A further comparative study on intermittent claudication also suggested a superiority of SDX over pentoxifylline (PTX).

The efficacy of SDX in PAD was recently revisited by Lasierra-Cirujeda et al., who commented on the beneficial effects of SDX on fibrinogen, lipids, hemorheology, and fibrinolysis, stressing also the absence of interaction between SDX and most other drugs used in the long-term treatment of PAD, including aspirin.

Cerebrovascular disorders

Regarding cerebrovascular diseases, a number of early studies will not be quoted here because of small size or weak design. The efficacy of treatment with oral SDX for 6 months was compared with that of ticlopidine after carotid angioplasty and stenting in the SUA VIS – arterial arm study.

Figure 3 Mean (± SEM) pain-free (left panel) and maximum walking distance (right panel) during treatment with sulodexide (n = 141) or placebo (n = 143) in patients with peripheral arterial obstructive disease (P = 0.001 in both comparisons). Also, considering the total increase (in meters), a statistically significant difference was reached for both pain-free walking distance and maximum walking distance (P = 0.001 for both comparisons).


Abbreviation: SEM, standard error of mean.
endarterectomy. Differences in the outcome of intimal thickening (initial restenosis) were not significant, but SDX compared well with ticlopidine.

It is also important here to mention vascular dementia (VaD), a condition of cognitive impairment in which macro- and especially microvascular alterations in the brain may play a crucial role. In the VADISS (VaD Italian SDX study), a multicenter, double-blind trial, 86 patients with ascertained VaD were randomly treated with oral SDX or PTX for 6 months. Clinical efficacy assessed by means of a validated rating scale for dementia (GBS) was in favor of SDX vs PTX in terms of the amelioration of motor, cognitive, and emotional functions. This study represents an unusual application of SDX that may deserve further extension.

**Diabetic nephropathy and other diabetic complications**

**DN and proteinuria**

Diabetic nephropathy (DN) is one of the main causes of morbidity and mortality in patients with diabetes. DN is conducive to end-stage renal disease in about 10% of cases of type 2 diabetes, and also increases the risk of fatal and nonfatal cardiovascular events, which are particularly common in diabetes.

The onset of DN is often anticipated by, and thereafter associated with proteinuria, indicated as micro-albuminuria for 20–200 mg/dL and as macro-albuminuria when exceeding 200 mg/dL. The initial pathologic substrate of DN consists of thickening and proliferation of the mesangial matrix. The structural alteration of basement membranes consists in decreased synthesis, depolymerization, and depletion of the main anionic membrane GAG, HS. The process is associated with the induction and activation of heparanase-1 (HPR1), a specific enzyme degrading HP-like substances. Mesangial expansion also occurs, likely due to increased levels of TGF-β1. The consequent changes in the glomerular membrane electrostatic charge allow leaking of albumin into the glomerular filtrate. The high protein concentration in the filtrate damages tubular cells and stimulate interstitial fibrosis, thus leading to chronic renal damage and consequently, renal insufficiency.

**Biological background for SDX in diabetic nephropathy**

Among its endothelial-protecting properties, in preclinical investigations, SDX showed a specific protection effect on endothelial alterations, including those linked to diabetes. A number of toxic and pro-inflammatory effects occurring in cultured EC after glucose supplementation, such as increased free radicals, monocyte chemotactic protein and interleukin 6 production, were effectively inhibited by exposure to SDX in the culture medium. SDX administered in vivo in diabetic rats inhibited hyperoxidative processes in the kidney tissue, as shown by enhancement of superoxide dismutase and catalase activities and the reduction of malondialdehyde production. Correspondingly, glomerular basement membrane thickening was prevented and albumin excretion reduced in comparison with untreated diabetic rats. In streptozotocin-induced DN in mice, SDX treatment reduced proteinuria and improved renal function, although it had multiple and differential effects on several signaling pathways that are yet to be understood. It was also recently demonstrated that long-term treatment with oral SDX in diabetic rats, besides reducing albuminuria, suppresses synthesis of vascular endothelial growth factor, and the renal expression of profibrotic molecules. A renoprotective effect was also seen with SDX in rats with doxorubicin-induced nephropathy: the related podocyte alterations as well as proteinuria were reduced and the increased expression of heparanase, usually occurring in this toxic nephropathy, was also inhibited.

The inhibitory effect of SDX on HPR1, the heparan sulfate cleaving enzyme, was in fact confirmed in a recent in vitro study on proximal tubular cell lines. This effect of SDX is a specific property of the FMH component of SDX. Likewise, SDX counteracts mechanisms of tubular fibrosis by inhibiting overexpression of mesenchymal markers and hence the mesenchymal transition of epithelial tubular cells, thus likely opposing the progression to tubular fibrosis and end-stage renal failure.

Certain limitations of the protective effects of SDX were observed by Rossini et al. in their experimental work in rats that were genetically diabetic or with radiation-induced nephropathy. In both conditions, SDX administration was associated with a reduction in early proteinuria, but no effect was recorded on late proteinuria, and mesangial matrix expansion was not prevented.

The above mentioned results confirm the nephroprotective effect of SDX, also considering that this agent, by preventing HS degradation in the microvascular wall, favors restoration of the ‘permselectivity’ of basement membranes. However, the concomitant effects of GAGs and angiotensin II on HS degradation and resynthesis could possibly dull the antiproteinuric effect of SDX. In fact, an experimental study on subtotally nephrectomized rats comparing the effects of SDX, irbesartan (IRB), and their association, showed that increased serum...
creatinine was reduced by SDX in early phases, and only later by IRB. SDX or IRB appeared equivalent in reversing the reduced expression of endothelial nitric oxide synthase. Overall, SDX had similar effects to IRB but no further advantage could be gained by their association.

These concepts may help the clinician in the interpretation of some controversial results obtained with SDX in diabetic nephropathy.

Clinical pharmacology and trials
In a small human pharmacology study, the effect of oral SDX on the endothelial glyocalyx was studied in patients with type 2 diabetes. The baseline glyocalyx dimension in the retinal and sublingual microvasculature was decreased in diabetics and restored by SDX. The increased transcapillary albumin excretion rate (AER) usually found in diabetic subjects also showed an evident trend to reduction. Similarly, the elevated plasma hyaluronidase, a marker of accelerated HA metabolism during diabetes, was also restored to lower values.

After a number of small studies, a multicenter randomized trial, the DiNAS (DN albuminuria SDX), published in 2002, showed that oral SDX given for 4 months at the doses of 50, 100, or 200 mg vs placebo to patients with type 2 diabetes, significantly decreased their AER. The effect was dose-dependent and appeared maximal with the 200 mg dose, was maintained for at least 4 months, and was not different according to the presence of macro- or micro-albuminuria, type 1 or type 2 diabetes, and concomitant treatment or no treatment with angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs). The authors concluded that, SDX was effective and safe in the treatment of diabetic proteinuria. Similar results were obtained of a study of a cohort of 237 diabetic patients (90% type 2) treated for 6 months with a low dose of oral SDX. By analogy, in a common renal condition also characterized by glomerular microvascular damage, the immunoglobulin-A nephropathy, a double-blind randomized study showed that oral SDX achieved a 50% reduction of urinary protein excretion in a number of patients (21.4% vs 12.5% in the controls) and significantly reduced their proteinuria/creatinine ratio. After the DiNAS study, SDX gained the interest of many nephrologic groups as a possible supportive agent in patients with incomplete response or persisting albuminuria despite treatment with ACEIs or angiotensin receptor blocker (ARBs). A pilot study indicated that oral SDX at 200 mg daily was more often successful, although not significantly, than placebo in inducing at least 50% reduction of proteinuria in patients with type 2 diabetes treated with maximal allowed doses of ACE inhibitors or ARBs. The subsequent large, multicenter, double-blind trial of SDX in 1,056 type 2 diabetics with microalbuminuria failed however, to demonstrate an advantage of SDX added on top of maximal ACEI/ARB treatment. A parallel study in type 2 diabetes patients with more severe renal impairment and macro-albuminuria, also treated with the maximal allowed doses of ACEI/ARB agents, was prematurely stopped and could not demonstrate any effect of additional SDX on counteracting the marked increase in serum creatinine and occurrence of end-stage renal failure.

After the publication of these studies, and especially after the publication of an editorial that sounded a capital sentence for SDX in this indication, we forwarded several objections to some aspects of the two trials. In fact, patients enrolled in the study by Lewis et al were obviously more severe (mostly chronic kidney disease, CKD, stage >3) than the majority of those in the DiNAS. Even more heavily affected were those included in the parallel evolution study. A further concern was that the requirement of a maximal and protracted treatment with ACE or ARB inhibitors may have resulted in under-evaluation of the real levels of proteinuria, and may have left little or no allowance for a superimposed effect of SDX. As previously reported, there is also some experimental indication that maximal anti-angiotensin treatment could dull the antiproteinuric effect of SDX. Thus, studies with a specific design may be necessary in order to clarify whether the two treatments (ie, angiotensin inhibition and SDX) can be advantageously associated.

In our opinion, the results of the two above trials cannot deny the antiproteinuric efficacy of SDX, and dismissing SDX from this indication is unjustified, as was also pointed out in other commentaries. The agent is likely more effective in patients at the initial phases of type 2 diabetes or diabetic nephropathy, not necessarily treated with maximal doses of ACEIs or ARBs, and deserves further evaluation in more appropriate conditions.

Diabetic retinopathy and macular edema
Beneficial results have been reported with SDX in early diabetic non-proliferative retinopathy in studies in which oral treatment with SDX was associated with a reduction
in retinal microvascular abnormalities, hard exudates, and hemorrhages; regression of associated macular edema was also observed.

Diabetic neuropathy and diabetic foot
SDX has recently been shown to counteract peripheral nerve damage caused by microvascular dysfunction in streptozotocin-induced diabetes in rats, but only preliminary clinical data are available on diabetic foot.

Other clinical perspectives
Preliminary results have also been obtained in retinal vein occlusion. In a controlled study, significantly greater visual and fluorangiographic recovery were shown following a therapeutic protocol that included SDX. Also, in cases of senile macular degeneration, slowing of the evolution or slight improvement of visual acuity were reported.

In the VascVert study on vascular vertigo, oral SDX appeared more effective than anti-aggregating agents (aspirin or ticlopidine). Similarly, in a controlled study of patients with tinnitus, all treated with melatonin to restore the sleep–wake equilibrium, supplementation with oral SDX was associated with improvements of acufenometry and specific quality of life.

Conclusion
SDX, for a long time considered a ‘minor’ antithrombotic agent similar to other heparin-like substances, has gained renewed interest especially during the last decade. In fact, after oral administration, SDX displays new biological properties, such as the ability to regulate endothelium blood cell interactions; to counteract vascular inflammatory and proliferative changes; and to protect and restore structures and functions of the injured endothelium, all this while maintaining to a mild degree those inherent antithrombotic and profibrinolytic activities that prevail after parenteral administration.

Clinical evidence of the efficacy of SDX by the oral route have been obtained in chronic venous disease; adjuvant treatment of venous ulcers; prevention of cardiovascular events after myocardial infarction; relief of intermittent claudication in patients with peripheral arterial disease; and reduction of proteinuria in diabetic nephropathy. A collaborative trial is presently under way on the prevention of thromboembolic recurrences during extended treatment after deep vein thrombosis. Concerning diabetic nephropathy, new trials specifically designed for the prevention of renal damage in recent onset diabetic subjects rather than for treatment of overt or severe diabetic nephropathy are highly desirable.
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